rediCompute

RediCompute is a reliable, affordable cloud
computing service that eliminates the cost
and concerns of having to deploy, manage,
and support infrastructure for your critical
applications and data. You gain the same
capabilities enjoyed by large enterprises—in
a turnkey package for a fraction of the cost.
Worry-Free Enterprise-Class Data Center Capabilities
Now get the power and reach of an enterprise-class data center
without having to build and maintain it yourself. You can count
on high availability and performance for your business-critical
applications and data. Extend applications to everyone who
needs them, wherever they are needed. Handle unpredictable
traffic peaks or lulls without scrambling to add infrastructure or
pay for resources that sit idle.

Fast Deployment
Move applications to rediCompute within hours. Connect users
in just minutes. Quickly test new technologies, deploy new
applications, and launch new features in a fraction of the time
it would otherwise take to build, test, and deploy your own
infrastructure.

Cost-Effective Options
Buy the right level of service for your applications, and don’t pay
for capabilities you don’t need. We help reduce the costs and
space associated with deploying and managing applications yourself so that you can focus on your business. RediCompute is the
easiest way to gain enterprise data center capabilities without
the high price tag.

rediCompute

We Make it Simple
We make it simple for you to support new business strategies that rely on IT. With rediCompute, you already have the
infrastructure to deploy applications of any size. You can avoid
dedicating budget and space to host and manage applications
yourself. We make it easy to move to the cloud with minimal
impact to your business and network.

Built-in Security
The rediCompute service has built-in security, eliminating the
need for you to deploy extra data protection measures. Every
subscription includes a dedicated private network for your
traffic, firewalling, virtual private network capabilities for secure
remote access, and a public IP address. You can then add layers
of system encryption, antivirus, and host-based firewalls for
ultimate protection.
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Powerful, Industry-leading
Technology and Performance

rediCompute Shared
Designed for typical server workloads,
this option provides cost-effective cloud
computing by sharing the underlying
infrastructure while keeping your applications
and data logically separate from other
customers.

rediCompute Reserved
For critical workloads that require high
performance, this option gives you 100%
guaranteed resources on shared underlying
infrastructure while keeping applications and
data logically separate from other customers.

rediCompute Dedicated
This rediCompute service model dedicates
server blades to your applications for
extra flexibility. Dedicated blades enhance
security and performance and enable you to
customize your hypervisor layer and support
third-party plugins. Additionally, we can
dedicate storage arrays specifically to your
organization.

rediCompute Storage
Storage is available in up to six tiers with
the ability to reserve 25-1000 IOPS per VM,
based on your application performance
requirements. Eliminate worries of exceeding
“capped” tiers or performance degradation
due to oversubscription.

RediCompute is built on an enterprise-class
platform, which includes VMware virtualization, Cisco Unified Computing System
(UCS) platforms, and leading-edge storage
solutions. We offer six storage tiers, using a
combination SSD and SAS storage to ensure
high performance. Unlike providers who
cap tiers at a maximum, we ensure IOPS by
reserving what you need, regardless of tier
or other customer storage usage. And with
rediCompute Service Level Agreements
(SLAs), you receive high performance and
99.999% availability.

Control Your Cloud
As a rediCompute customer, you receive a
Virtual Data Center that contains everything
you need. Your system administrator has
role-based access to permission additional
users, configure Virtual Machines (VMs),
manage firewall security, and easily scale
resources up or down.

Budget Predictability
Size your resources based on workload and
performance requirements. Our infrastructure enables you to afford enterprise-class
scale, performance, and reliability with
predictable monthly bills and no budget
surprises.
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Flexible, Simple Licensing
We believe that you should be able to
leverage your existing software investments
in our cloud. That’s why we support License
Mobility, which allows you to use existing
Microsoft-based licensing in our cloud and
eliminate additional licensing costs. We also
offer pay-as-you-go licensing for Microsoft
Windows Server, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Exchange Server, and other products.

The Business Agility You Need
With rediCompute, you’re never boxed
in. We support thousands of applications
and more than 50 operating systems. Test
and deploy applications without building
infrastructure, and greatly accelerate key
business initiatives without any obstacles.

Get Started Today
For more information about rediCompute
visit redicloud.com/redicompute or call
914.984.2466.

About rediCloud
RediCloud makes cloud services simple,
practical, and affordable for businesses of
any size. Built on industry-leading, best-ofbreed infrastructure, our comprehensive
cloud solutions help firms improve their
competitive advantage. With rediCloud,
customers can accelerate critical initiatives,
extend capabilities, simplify operations,
and gain big-business agility without a bigbusiness price tag. In addition, companies
can rely on 99.999% uptime and high
performance for critical applications.
RediCloud exceeds expectations by delivering
excellent service with a no-excuses attitude
and a commitment to customer success. For
more information visit redicloud.com.

